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GENERAL RULES

1. General rules for overcoming obstacles in the Elite Wave, Age Categories 

and Jouneyman.

1.1. The leftmost track at each obstacle is the so-called “FAST LINE” means it is intended 

for people who make the first attempt to overcome an obstacle. If a judge allows it, 

a competitor taking another attempt to overcome the obstacle may take it.

1.2. If a case of a queue being formed on specific obstacle an Athlete who is repeating 

an obstacle should go to the end of the queue.

1.3. A competitor has the right to repeatedly attempt to overcome each obstacle. 

The number of trials is unlimited.

1.4. If the obstacle ends with a bell, it is necessary to hit the obstacle with the hand properly. 

The use of another part of the body (especially the leg) for this purpose is not allowed 

and will not be treated as defending the obstacle.

1.5. Help on obstacles is treated as a mistake and means disqualification.

1.6. Not overcoming the obstacle ends with the withdrawal of the band (it must be 

returned in the area behind the obstacle and give its starting number to the judge).

1.7. A person who loses the armband in the results is classified as “without a wristband” 

and can not stand on the podium.

1.8. Elite, Age Group classification applies only to people who will report the armband 

to the finish line.

1.9. On specific obastacles special facilities for Women are used.

2. People from the Open Race Wave  overcoming the route with obstacles with 

the admissible help of other competitors without charging penalties.

3. Athletes have no right to question orders and decisions of technical referees, 

Marshalls during the race. The judge is always right. Offending judges, too lively 

discussions with their orders may result in Competitor disqualification.

4. At all stages of the competition there is a total ban on the use of glue and viscous 

substances. The referees have rights and will verify and check the inside of the competitors’ 

hands. Failure to comply with this prohibition will be treated as unsportsmanlike conduct and 

punished by disqualification of the Athlete. Distinguishing the drying substances from the 

ones that are suitable is the use of magnesia and talc during the competition.

ATTENTION! Rulebook contains a description of all possible obstacles. 

The organizer does not guarantee the use of all obstacles described below on the route.

ATTENTION! Rulebook includes pictorial photos. Illustrative pictures are not a 100% reflection 

of the actual appearance of the obstacle - they only give a general outline of the obstacle.

ATTENTION! The order in which obstacles are displayed in Rulebook is equal with order 

on the track. 

Obstacles 1–40 SHORT COURSE

Obstacles 1–67 STANDARD COURSE 
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MAP OF THE OBSTACLES

The order in which obstacles are displayed in Rulebook is equal with order on the track. 

For a map in HD please visit www.ocrec2019.com
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UP AND DOWN
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a set of vertical walls, some of which must be covered 

with a top, and a part at the bottom. The direction of defeating the walls is indicated 

by arrows.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor correctly, means according to the direction of the arrows, 

overcomes the obstacle from the entry point to the last wall.

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will go beyond the designated obstacle course

— The competitor will overcome vertical walls in a direction other than indicated 

       by the arrow

— Use of additional equipment elements – wall supports

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Supporting the elements of construction while overcoming the walls 

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes 

01

15 K 5 K
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PYRAMID
DESCRIPTION: 

The prism-shaped construction, which must be overcome by climbing, running up 

on one side and descending on the other.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground from 

one side of the pyramid to the other

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes 

02

15 K 5 K
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CROSS #2
DESCRIPTION: 

The structure to be overcome by the bottom or the top - according to the arrows 

indicated at the crossroads allowing players to pass each other

NOT ALLOWED:

— Overcome obstacles in the opposite direction (opposite than the arrows shows )

— Bypassing the obstacle

CROSS #1
DESCRIPTION: 

The structure to be overcome by the bottom or the top - according to the arrows 

indicated at the crossroads allowing players to pass each other.

NOT ALLOWED:

— Overcome obstacles in the opposite direction (opposite than the arrows shows )

— Bypassing the obstacle

04
03

15 K 5 K
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VULCANIZER
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consist of the carpet of the tires. Competitor overcoming it 

by standing on their edges or inside.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track and cross a finish line right behind it. 

FAILURE WHEN:

—  Athlete will not cross a finish line right behind the obstacle

—  Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the element

—  Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

05

15 K 5 K
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BIG MONKEY BAR
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a series of transverse bars. The competitor overcomes 

the obstacle by starting from the overhang on the first bar and then jumping or 

swinging to the other bar and getting to the other side.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass when athlete catch the last crossbar without contact with 

      the ground and get on the other side of obstacle  

— Only hands can be used to overcome the whole structure

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— The Cmpetitor will fall from the obstacle before catching the last crossbar.

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Using support beams / frames and construction elements 

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Using legs while overcoming an obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line 

06

15 K 5 K
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JUMPERY
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle is a set of wooden, sloping walls laid out on the ground. The athlete 

overcomes the obstacle by jumping from one to the other without touching 

the ground. Overcoming the obstacle is about  going to the other side without 

touching the ground.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground 

and cross a finish line right behind it 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross a finish line right behind the obstacle

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the element

RETRY: Yes 

07

15 K 5 K
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COMBO #1 (Barbarian Race)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a sequence of suspended elements. Athletes task is to grip 

thoe with only hands passing to the other side. The competitor takes off from the 

gripping the first element - a small wheel next grab a large wheel.  The competitor 

begins by The next element is the mobile ladder from which the competitor passes to 

the middle wheel and rod. The competitor ends up on the gymnastic ring. The end of 

the obstacle is to reach the bell and hit it with hand. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

the bell by hand at the end  

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bel lor hit it with other part of body than hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Using legs to overcome the obstacle 

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes  on the retry-line

08

15 K 5 K
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TRICEPS KILLER (Runmageddon)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consist of two horizontal pipes of various shapes. The competitor 

starts from the edge of the obstacle marked in color. Two hands should be in the 

designated box. The athlete should overcome the obstacle on the hands themselves 

without using the legs and touching the ground. Ending at the other side, where

 your hands should cross a colorful marked field.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will successfully pass the entire track from the entrance to the 

       exit without touching the ground

— The competitor will finish the obstacle in the designated place

— The competitor uses only hands

— Hands at the start and end will be in the designated fields  

FAILURE WHEN:

— When passing an obstacle, the competitor will use structural elements (rests legs)

— He props his feet against the ground

— Any part of the body touches the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching support beams / frames and other obstacle construction parts

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes  on the retry-line

09

15 K 5 K
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BAG CARRY
DESCRIPTION: 

Load task consisting in overcoming the designated track with the load – the bag. 

The competitor takes a sack from the marked place and overcomes the designated 

route with the bag to be carried on his/her back. The weight of the bag is about 20 kg 

for men and 10 kg for women. After completing the loop, the weight must return to 

the place from where it was collected. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will overcome the determined route with the load on his back

FAILURE WHEN:

—The competitor will remove the load before the end of the designated route

NOT ALLOWED:

— Pulling the bag on the ground 

— Dropping the bag in a place other than designated

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes 

10

15 K 5 K
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LONG SWING (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of gymnastic rings hung for 4 meters. The competitor grabs 

the rigs starting from the first and using the hip swing moves to go to the end of the 

obstacle. The obstacle is completed successfully when the competitor hits the bell 

at its end with his hand.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

the bell with his hand 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bell ot hit it with other part of the body than hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Using legs during overcoming the obstacle

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on its element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

11

15 K 5 K
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POLE DANCE (Runmageddon)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor enters after the thick, inclined pipes on the upper part of the structure 

and then descends on a vertical pipe on the ground. It is permitted to lying on feet 

and arms and entering between two pipes.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and cross 

a finish line right behind it

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the finish line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Going under an obstacle or landing jump with construction

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

12

15 K 5 K
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ANCHORING
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a chain suspended at a height with the rope. 

The competitor’s task is to grap the rope on which the chain is attached so that 

using strength of hands and legs lifting the chain to the indicated height line. 

The chain should be released slowly down - do not let it drop freely.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will lift the chain on marked height using rope to which chain is attached 

and released slowly to the ground. 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Competitor will drop the chain before picking it up to the indicated height

— Competitor  releases the chain while lowering it

NOT ALLOWED:

— Release the chain when lowering

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

13

15 K 5 K
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NORTH POLE  (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

Overcoming the obstacle is about  going to the other side using  various elements 

hung at about 3.5 m above the ground. Athlete begins to overcome obstacle starting 

from the incline at an cum, starting from the ground level to the first element of the 

structure and entering the chains net. Then go under the net to the other side. Next 

move on to the next elements - anchors, defeating the line of them. Another chain 

net is also overcoming underneath. The last element of the obstacle is the transition 

using cum. At the end there is a bell to touch. The use of arms and legs is allowed 

to overcome obstacles.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

the bell at the end only with his hand.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bell, or touch it with another part of the body than the hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or any other element

— Using legs while overcoming a hang elements of obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

14

15 K 5 K
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LOW RIG TO HIGH RIG 
DESCRIPTION: 

12 m set with a combination of grips on the hand grip: rings, tube, balls. 

The competitor takes off from the starting beam and grabs the next grip with the 

help of only hands passing to the other side. The end of the obstacle is to reach 

the bell and hit it with your hand.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will successfully pass all suspended elements from the starter bar 

to the bell without touching the ground

— It is allowed to use only hands when overcoming an obstacle

— The competitor must finish the obstacle by hitting the bell at the end with his/her hand

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body will touch the ground from the beginning until the end 

of the obstacle

— The competitor will not touch the bell or touch another part of the body than the hand

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Using suport frames and construction elements, gripping the chain on which 

the grips are suspended

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Using legs while overcoming an obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

15

15 K 5 K
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MAZE (Raptoring) 
DESCRIPTION: 

Obstacle consist of 4 boards, labyrinths 2.5 meters long suspended on an aluminum 

structure. The competitor overcomes the route of the maze holding two red grips with 

both hands. The start begins when the competitor holds the grips in front of the first 

green line, the end when both grips will follow the other green line. Only hands can be 

used to move, and only holding on to red grips. The end of the obstacle occurs when 

the Athlete reaches the other side of the maze, leaving two red handles there.

ATTENTION ! If the Competitor is not able to jump to the grips, he can climb 

the structural pillar, but he can not help using it when one of the trusses crosses 

the green line.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track- from the beginning of the maze to its end, 

      without contact with the ground leaving both handles at the end

— Only hands can be used to overcome the whole structure

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements. It is forbidden to catch hands 

       directly behind the slits

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

16
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BIG STAIRS
DESCRIPTION: 

Big steps construction- 3 vertical walls, each with a size of 2.5 meters. 

The competitor’s task is to climb on walls in order to get to the top of the structure, 

running up on one side and descending on the other.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground from 

one side of the steps to the other

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

17

15 K 5 K
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IRISH TABLE (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the first element - entering on an oblique wooden shelf, 

then overcomes the the beam at a height of 2.2 m top. The competitor overcomes 

the obstacle by going up on one side and going down the other.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Competitor will overcome the determined route 

— Competitor will overcome the obstacle in the direction of defeat – UP 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Copetitor fall down and can not pass the obstacle to the other side 

—Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements include edges 

— Going under an obstacle

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

18
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WINDOWSILL
DESCRIPTION: 

The construction of the obstacle is a vertical wall with a windowsill protruding 

perpendicularly from the direction of the obstacle. The competitor overcomes 

the obstacle by climbing on the windowsill without using the construction, 

goes up and descends to the other side.Obstacle containts a special half-height 

still, which is an adjustment of the obstacle for WOMEN!

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the wall without using the construction (only women can 

use the extra threshold) 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Athlete will not climb on the wall and go down on the other side

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Climbing through the construction elements (does not apply to women)

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

19

15 K 5 K
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types of obstacles: 
NET, BARBED WIRES
DESCRIPTION: 

20 meter obstacle that must be overcome by crawling under the barbed  wires 

or net or special frame fences placed on a low structure. The obstacle may have 

a different height (lower at the beginning higher at the end). The beginning is 

a marked place where you should start crawlin. The obstacle may contain 

protruding and sharp elements - eg barbed wire, special care should be taken.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will will overcome the entire designated section by crawling, rolling, etc.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Overcoming obstacle above a net, barbed wire etc. 

— Overcoming obstacle outside the designated route

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

20
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COMBO #2  (Barbarian Race)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a sequence of suspended elements. The competitor starts 

from the overhang on the rod hanging on the chains, grabs the wooden piles then 

the gymnastic ring. Another element is the hexagon of the rotated elements, 

followed by nunczako x 2 and rotated like a propeller blade. The competitor ends 

up on the gymnastic ring. The end of the obstacle is to reach the bell and 

hit it with hand. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground 

and hit the bell by hand at the end  .

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bel lor hit it with other part of body than hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Using legs to overcome the obstacle 

— having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

21

15 K 5 K
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CAGE HOUSES
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of vertical walls lined with railway sleepers. The competitor 

overcomes subsequent walls starting from the ground and going up above the 

highest element of the structure to the other side. Then the competitor goes down. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track up and down.

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will overcome the obstacle contrary to the direction of the arrows

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest on the element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

22

15 K 5 K
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23
MOON WALK (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the obstacle holding only two lines (one hand - one line), 

attached to the blocks, which slide in a special rail. The athlete’s task is to properly 

move the arms causing movement to the other side of the obstacle. The competitor’s 

task is to cross the obstacle without touching the ground.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor without contact with the ground will pass the designated track 

from start to end

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements include edges of walls

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

15 K 5 K
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SEA LINE (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor goes up the 5 m rope during overcoming the obstacle. The rope 

is suspended from the structure. The attempt ends successfully when athlete touches

the bell with his hand and then lands on the ground.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

—The competitor will climb up a vertical line and hit the bell with his hand

FAILURE WHEN:

— Not touching the bell or touching with a part of the body other than the hand

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line

24

15 K 5 K
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VIGVAM (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

An obstacle is a set of walls arranged in the form of oblique surfaces connected 

with each other by means of equivalents - footbridges between the walls. The aim of 

the obstacle is to climb at the first slant, after descending from the first wall 

– the entrance to the equivalent leading to the next wall, and from there to the third.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor without contact with the ground will pass the designated 

track starting on the first slant and ending on the last

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements include edges of walls

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line

25
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SNAKE (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

An obstacle consisting of wooden beams arranged parallel at a height 

of 1.5 m - 1.8 m. It is a kind of ladder at a slight rising and lowering angle. The goal of 

the Athlete is to overcome the structure in a specific way - the black beams have to 

be overcome from the bottom, the green beams from the top. The competitor starts 

on the first beam and ends on the last one.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and 

in accordance with the rules: black beams overcomes from the bottom, 

green beams from the top

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor before touching the last beam touches the ground with any part

       of the body 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements include edges of walls

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes

26

15 K 5 K
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TRAVERSES (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the diagonally placed wall of plates with mounted climb-

ing grips, and then from the edge of the wall, using only hands, passes through the 

bell support. The obstacle consists of vertical walls to which the handles are at-

tached (chain, rope, climbing grip, hole in the wall). The walls are set in a few meters 

long passage, which must be overcome without touching the ground. The obstacle 

ends when hitting the bell at the end of the structure with hand.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  he competitor will successfully pass through all traverse segments 

without touching the ground and hit the bell with hand at the end

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bell or hit it with part of the body different than hand

— Grabbing the edge of the wall

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements include edges of walls

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line

27
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THE FARMER WALK (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the designated loop with the load – 2x10 kg weight 

wooden load, holding them according to the referee’s instructions in hands. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will overcome the determined route with the load in hands

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will remove the load before the end of the designated route

— The athlete will carry a load differently than on the forearms

NOT ALLOWED:

— Pulling the load on the ground 

— Dropping the load in a place other than designated

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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EQUALITY IN THE PIPE 
(Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

An obstacle consist of the pipes with a diameter of 80 cm, 6 m lenght, mounted on 

a cradle. The competitor enters the pipe, crawls uphill in it, until the pipe falls down 

after crossing the middle of the pipe and the competitor crawls down towards 

the exit. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor pass the designated track starting with crawling inside 

the pipe and finished on the other side of it

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will go beyond the designated obstacle course, he will pass 

      the pipe outside 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest inside the pipe

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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WALL (Bison Race)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle is a 6m wall inclined at an angle. At the bottom Edge o the obstacle 

ropes are attached, and special grooves at the top. The competitor grabs the line 

and flips it to the top of the wall then the rope hooks into the gap. The competitor 

walks up the wall and goes down on  the other side. The use of arms and legs is 

allowed to overcome obstacles.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track using attached rope and pass the wall 

on the other side.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the wall

NOT ALLOWED:

— Grapping the edges of the wall

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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HEADS (Bison Race)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle begins with the inclined ropes after which it is necessary to climb to 

a height of 3 m to the next part, which is a board with elements like skull-shaped 

handles to go to part 3 .The next segment is a 3 m long net proceed to the next 

sequence of holds such as in part 2. The obstacle ends when Athlete hit the bell.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

with the hand the bell

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— The competitor will not touch the bell or touch another part of the body than hand

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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FISHING NET
DESCRIPTION: 

A vertically suspended net on which the competitor climbs up, passes over to the 

other side and then descends from the other side of the net.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track by climbing up and pass ove the net to 

the other side.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the finish line

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders
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KOMANDOS (Runmageddon)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle is a 4-meter vertical wall with hanging ropes. The competitor begins 

by entering an obstacle from the ground, then passing the wall by climbing – going 

to the other side, defeating the highest beam and then going down. Athlete can 

use hanging ropes.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor successfully passes through wall by limbing up, passing to the 

other side and descending down.

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will go beyond the designated obstacle course, he will pass 

      the obstacle sideways

— When overcoming obstacles, the competitor will use additional elements – supports

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements – supports, edges

— Passing the obstacle below the top beam

— Jumping from higher ladder elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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EQUIVALENTLY 
(Adrenaline Rush OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

Construction consist of wooden or metal beams that check the balance of the 

Competitor. The competitor gets to the other side of the obstacle after equalizing 

without touching the ground.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

—  Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and get 

on the other side of  obstacle  

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not get other side of obstacle 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Moving along the obstacle in a sitting position

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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MULTIRIG (Runaway)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor’s task is to overcome the obstacle using suspended elements 

– letters A, G, I, I. Obligatory is to start with the first two elements. The obstacle is 

considered defeated at the moment of impact with the bell at the end of the struc-

ture in such a way that the sound issued by it, was clearly heard by the judge.

There is a total ban on:

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and cross 

a finish line right behind it   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the finish line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements, gripping chains / cords to     

       which the letters A, G, I, I are affixed

— having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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MILL PLUS FLYING MONKEY (NASC)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of two segments, the first segment is a hamster variety, 

the second is a fly monkey. The competitor starts from the starting beam, catching 

the hamster after defeating 3 m, he/she passes the bar from which he/she has to 

jump to the next bar 1.5 m horizontally and 26 cm to the top, the next bar is 1.5 m 

but 26 cm down.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass through both segments and catch the last crossbar without  

      contact with the ground and get on the other side of obstacle  

— Only hands can be used to overcome the whole structure  

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— The Cmpetitor will fall from the obstacle before catching the last crossbar.

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Using support beams / frames and construction elements 

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Using legs while overcoming an obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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RAMP (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The construction of the obstacle is an arcuate wall leading from ground level up. The 

competitor overcomes the wall running into it and, having caught the edge, enters 

the top of the structure. He descends from the construction in a designated place.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will run into the ramp and pass to the other side of it  

FAILURE WHEN:

— Athlete slides off the ramp

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

— Catching the edges of the ramp when running into it

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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WALLS  (Under the Beater)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a rows of suspended walls that have numerous holes. 

The competitor  passes from the wall to the wall, grasping his fingers and feet in 

holes in the walls

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will fall down before move to the last wall 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the suspension elements ex. chains 

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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FATALITY REVERSE (Barbarian Race)
DESCRIPTION: 

An obstacle consisting of 3 parts. Part one to the horizontal peg. Use the dowel tool 

to place it in an obstacle. The second part consists of ladders which must be defeat-

ed without contact with the ground, it is also forbidden to grasp the construction el-

ements. Athlete must defeat leader to the end and hit the bell. The third part consists 

in passing a horizontal beam with hooks using gymnastic wheels. It is allowed only 

with the help of wheels held in the hands, it is forbidden to touch the elements of the 

structure. The obstacle ends with the placement of two gymnastic rings in the last 

two handles.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the first and second part of designated track  without contact 

with the ground and hit the belt at the end then finisz obstacle by overcoming last 

part and  place two gymnastic rings in the last two handles.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground in first and second part 

— Athlete will not hit the bell after second part 

— Athlete will not place two gymnastic rings in the last two handles.

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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DESTINY – HIGH TO LOW (OSPRO )
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of segments. The competitor starts from the elevation by 

touching the first blue handle. It will then start the first segment of the handles 

and enter the net from the chain that must be defeated at the bottom. Next goes 

through the low rig segment. The obstacle ended with bell.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass all suspended elements from the entrance to the exit without 

       falling to the ground 

— The Competitor will hit the bell at the end of the obstacle with his hand

— The Competitor uses only allowed –elements. Only blue elements (including ropes  

      and chains) are allowed

— When overcoming the whole structure it is allowed to use the arms and legs to 

      overcome the obstacle (only on the part “LOW RIG). The other elements are 

      passed only on the hands.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit 

— Athlete will not hit the bell or hit it with other part of the body than hand

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Touching black construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or any other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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LOW RIG (Runaway)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor’s task is to overcome the obstacle using only suspended elements, 

which consist of: rigs,  balls, ropes, tires, wooden elements, etc. Obligatory is to start 

with the first two elements and from the marked place. The obstacle is considered 

defeated when competitor hit the bell at the end of the structure with the hand.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass through both segments and hit the bell with hand without 

      contact wiith the ground and get on the other side of obstacle  

— Only hands can be used to overcome the whole structure

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— The Competitor will fall from the obstacle before catching the bell.

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Using support beams / frames and construction elements 

— Gripping chains and cords to which gripping elements are attached,

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Using legs while overcoming an obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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NET
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle is a vertically suspended net stretched over the road on which 

competitor climbs up, passes over to the other side and then descends from 

the other side.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track by climbing up and pass ove the net 

to the other side

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders
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SNAILS  (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of an axially positioned pipe attached to the structure. 

The handles are attached to the pipe, by means of which the competitor overcomes 

the obstacle. The pipe and handles revolve around their own axis. At the end there is 

a bell to touch. The use of arms is allowed to overcome obstacles.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

the bell at the end only with his hand.

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bell, or touch it with another part of the body than the hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the element

— Using legs while overcoming an obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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CHUCK NORRIS (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a set of footbridges, balances and beams suspended on 

chains. The competitor’s task is to cross the obstacle without touching the ground. 

At the same time, 4 competitors can overcome the obstacle.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

—Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and cross 

a finish line right behind it 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the finish line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on retry-line
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A MALE ON A CHAIN
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the designated track by pulling the additional load – the 

anchor chain. It is unacceptable to bear the chain. For men, a 30 kg chain is provid-

ed, 15-20 kg for women. The competitor defeate the marked track and end the task 

when the chain is put away at the place of its collection.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will defeat the entire designated route pulling the chain 

and separating it in the designated place

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will reach the end of the loop without the chain

— Athete will carry a chain

— Athlete will not cross the finish line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Lifting and carrying the chain on your arms or forearms

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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SLACKLINE
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the obstacle over the ground along a two horizontally 

stretched line. The obstace starts at the marked place and ends at the place where 

the competitor will be behind the marked end line. All methods of overcoming an 

obstacle using the competitor’s body parts are allowed but the right tape can be 

tought only with the right hand and leg, and the left strap only with the left hand 

and leg.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground 

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the end marked line behind the obstacle

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the line

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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WORLD OF LADDERS
DESCRIPTION: 

Obstacle consisting of ladders and ladders placed vertically, suspended horizontally 

and diagonally. The competitor overcomes the obstacle using his hands and legs 

and only hands in the marked elements.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground by 

defeated different kind of ladders   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the finish line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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GOATS (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of tall wooden “ladders” with widely spaced rungs. The com-

petitor begins by entering an obstacle from the ground, climbing upwards, passing 

the top to the other side, defeating the highest beam and then going down.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor successfully passes through all segments of the obstacle and 

overcomes them by climbing up, passing to the other side and descending down   

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will go beyond the designated obstacle course, he will pass 

      the obstacle sideways

— The competitor will overcome a “ladder” in a direction other than up and down

— When overcoming obstacles, the competitor will use additional elements - supports

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstaclee

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements – supports

— Jumping from higher ladder elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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PEGBOARD WALL
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a flat sloping wall based on the structure. There are holes 

in the wall that create vertical lines from the bottom to the top. The competitor using  

TWO pegs overcomes the wall by inserting the pegs into the holes and moving suc-

cessively upwards. The attempt is terminated when the competitor is on the structure 

outside the oblique wall and the pegs are lowered down the wall.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track on the wall with holes using two wooden pegs   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Athlete will use more than 2 pegs to climb on the wall 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements, edges of the wall

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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1 KM SPRINT
DESCRIPTION: 

SPECIAL EPISODE

1km sprint on a flat terrain with a 48m height of elevation, having a separate time 

measurement activated by additional measuring mats. The fastest competitor  

will win the SPECIAL EPISODE PRIZE.
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CAPTAIN HOOK (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the obstacle from the designated place - the field on 

a horizontal tube marked in red color. Overcoming the obstacle is about moving on 

tube using special hooks. Athlete begins to overcome obstacle by taking hooks from 

marked place, then start moving on horizontal. At the beginning 2 hooks must be 

placed is marked red place.  To overcome obstacle competitor must passed the final 

red field on the tube with both hooks. When finished both hooks must be placed in 

the designated area. Between the start and the finish the competitor can not touch 

the ground. The use of arms is allowed to overcome obstacles.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and cross 

the marked line at the end of tube  

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not start or end the obstacle in marked palce with both hooks 

— While overcoming the competitor will touch the obstacle with an element 

      other than the hooks

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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COMBO (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of several sections of obstacles forming together one complex. 

The beginning is the wall - vertical and oblique, the next stage is a sloping ladder, 

then to overcome is a line of wooden beams that must be overcome from the bottom, 

hanging from the beam to the beam; the last stage is the transition on the hands of 

steel hanging hangers. The end of the obstacle is a metal bell. A fall from any part of 

the obstacle makes it necessary to start from the beginning. When using the whole 

structure, it is allowed to use arms and legs and in the last part only hands.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and tough 

the bell with the hand   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not tough the bell ot tough it with other than hand part of the body

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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SPOOLS
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of large wooden reels made for cables. The competitor 

overcomes the obstacle with direction indicated by arrows - direction markers that 

can be pointed upwards and then overcome the spool on the upper part of the inner 

drum, or the down arrow, then defeat the spool under the drum.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will pass through all segments of the obstacle, defeating them in the 

direction of the arrows, the top on the upper part of the inner drum or the bottom under 

the drum   

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will overcome the obstacle contrary to the direction of the arrows

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest on the element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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HORIZONTAL ROPES
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the section above the surface along a horizontally 

stretched line. The obstacle starts at the marked place and ends at the place where 

the competitor will be behind the marked end line. All methods of overcoming an 

obstacle using the competitor’s body parts are allowed.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and cross 

a finish line right behind it    

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not cross the finish line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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SISYPHUS
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor overcomes the designated loops with a concrete ball weighing 30 kg, 

carrying it or rolling from the marked START line to the end line and back.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor will overcome the determined route with the ball by carring it or roll   

FAILURE WHEN:

—The competitor will remove the ball before the end of the designated route

NOT ALLOWED:

— Dropping the ball in a place other than designated

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes
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DESTINY – BALANCE PRO (OSPRO)
DESCRIPTION: 

The competitor starts by reaches the equivalent and go till the end of track without 

touching the ground. The obstacle ended by crossing marked line.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass all suspended track from the entrance to the exit without falling 

to the ground    

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit 

— The Competitor will not cross the finished line 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or any other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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STAIRWAY (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The construction of the obstacle consists of two diagonal surfaces connected to 

each other at the top. The constructions are equipped with steps - windowsills. 

The competitor’s task is to climb inside the structure and climb up on the windowsills 

using only hands to the top, and then descend on the opposite slope on the window-

sills. The Competitor begins with a windowsill marked in blue and ends also on 

a blue windowsill.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track from blue to blue marked stage, without 

contact with the ground     

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— The competitor helps himself with other body parts than his hands

— The competitor will start and finish on a different than blue stage

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements  other than steps

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the steps

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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COMMANDO WALL (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

An obstacle is a wall with a height of 4.5 meters. The competitor begins by entering 

an obstacle from the ground, climbing upwards using a rope hanging from the top 

edge of the wall and pass to the other side, defeating the highest point and then 

going down.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor successfully passes the obstacle and overcomes them by climbing 

up, passing to the other side and descending down.    

FAILURE WHEN:

— The competitor will go beyond the designated obstacle course, he will pass 

      the obstacle sideways

— When overcoming obstacles, the competitor will use additional elements 

      – supports or edges of wall

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements – supports, edges of wall

— Jumping from higher element

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on any element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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SWING WALLS
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of a sequence of wooden hanging walls with protruding han-

dles. The athlete overcomes the obstacle by going from the first wall to the last one 

without going down and without grabbing the edges of the walls. The obstacle ends 

with descent from the last wall.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground    

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will grab the edge of the wall  

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements such as:  edges od the walls, 

       chains on which walls are hung

— Jumping off one wall to another or move on the way different than 

       the designated route

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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DRAGON TAIL
DESCRIPTION: 

Obstacle consist of a metal tube and steel wheel. In order to overcome the obsta-

cle, the competitor must slide down the inclined tube to which the steel „teeth” are 

attached with a steel wheel. To complete the obstacle it is necessary to perform 3 

jumps over the metal „teeth”. Competitor start the obstacle with a free overhang with 

both hands on the wheel. It is possible to enter an obstacle using structural elements.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The athlete without contact with the ground will make three jumps over 

      the „teeth” of the structure   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not make 3 jumps 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements (besides moment of 

       entering the obstacle)

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the element

— Using legs while overcoming an obstacle 

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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HANDBREAKER (Destroyers Race)
DESCRIPTION: The obstacle consist of two horizontal pipes of various shapes. The competitor starts 

from the edge of the obstacle marked in color. Two hands should be in the designated box. Competitor 

must pass all elements on hands. Second element are “stairs”. After completing this part, Athlete can rest 

by standing on the yellow element which support structure. Next Competitor make a jump with both hands 

on the next element (moving hands one by one instead of jumping results in failure). After the jump, go to 

the rocking pipes, continue to defeat in the support. At the end of the tubes athlete go to the overhang, 

to overcome the last module on hands, pulling the legs firmly so as not to touch the ground before passing. 

During the transition to the overhang competitor can put the legs of the structure in yellow. To pass the ob-

stacle athlete must hit the green bell with  hand. Women have special rights to overcome obstace – based 

on hands must defeat the first two modules (lightning and stairs).

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The athlete  overcome the obstacle from the entrance to the exit on the hands 

       themselves without using the legs and touching the ground. 

— The competitor will finish the obstacle by hit the bell with hand

— The competitor uses only hands

— Hands at the start will be in the designated fields

FAILURE WHEN:

— When passing an obstacle, the competitor will use structural elements or rests legs 

      – only yellow elements can be used fro putting legs

— Moving hand by hand instead of jumping on 3 element 

— Any part of the body touches the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching support beams / frames and other obstacle construction parts.

— Touching black elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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PLANK PLUS MADMAN
(Runmageddon)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle is a sequence of two parts. First part is a wooden horizontal bar 

suspended along the top of the structure which must be overcome only on arms. 

At second part without touching the ground competitor gets to the other side of 

the obstacle using for this only sticking rods, starting from the first one. To overcome 

obstacles competitor can use only arms. Competitor finish obstacle by hitting 

a bell that rings. 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

the bell with the hand   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bel lor hit it with part of the body other than hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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SALMON LADDER
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle required of jumping with a steel rod vertically upwards, hanging on 

the next hooks without contact with the ground. To overcome obstacles, it is permis-

sible to use only hands. The elements of the structure are not allowed to be caught. 

An obstacle begins with a free hang on the rod, then the competitor performs 

a minimum of 3 jumps upward and make both endings of rod be puted at the 

same height.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will make 3 jumps and leave rod on the same level from both sides   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Athlete will not start the obstacle from free hanging 

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not do 3 jumps 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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B-WALL (Biegun OCR)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle is a vertical wall with a height of 260 cm, in which at a height of 205 cm 

an 8 cm wide gap is  located. The gap allows competitor to get caught with hand, 

and then inserting the shoe. The competitor overcomes the obstacle by climbing on 

the wall without using the construction, goes up and descends to the other side.

Obstacle containts a special half-height still, which is an adjustment of the

obstacle for WOMEN!

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the wall without using the construction (only women can 

use the extra threshold)   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Athlete will not climb on the wall and go down on the other side

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Climbing through the construction elements (does not apply to women)

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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CRAZY
DESCRIPTION: 

An obstacle composed of various types of wheels revolving around their axis, hang-

ing in parallel and perpendicular to the axis of movement. Athlete start to overcome 

the obstacle by grabbing the first wheel and moves by grabbing the next wheels 

using only hands. The obstacle ends when the competitor reaches the other side 

and hits the bell with his hand.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass the designated track without contact with the ground and hit 

the bell with the hand)   

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit

— Athlete will not hit the bell lor hit it with part of the body other than hand 

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching the construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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TIR DANCE
DESCRIPTION: 

The purpose of the obstacle is to transverse the tire from the starting line to the finish 

line. The competitor begins the task by lifting the tire in a line as perpendicular to the 

starting and finishing line as possible and passing the tire also in a line as perpendic-

ular to the above mentioned. The obstacle ends when the tire exceeds the end line 

completely.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— The competitor with a few / a dozen or more flips drove the entire distance  

FAILURE WHEN:

— The tire will not exceed the entire end line

— The tire is rolled by the competitor

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Tire turning

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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DESTINY – HIGH TO HIGHER (OSPRO)
DESCRIPTION: 

The obstacle consists of combination of  blue elements such as rope + wheel + two 

blue handles. The end of the obstacle is to reach the bell and hit it with hand.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION WHEN:

— Athlete  will pass all suspended elements from the entrance to the exit without 

      falling to the ground 

— The Competitor will hit the bell at the end of the obstacle with his hand

— The Competitor uses only allowed – blue elements. 

— When overcoming the whole structure it is allowed to use only hands  

FAILURE WHEN:

— Any part of the body touch the ground from the entry point to the exit 

— Athlete will not hit the bel lor hit it with other part of the body than hand

— Despite further attempts, the competitor can not overcome the obstacle

NOT ALLOWED:

— Gripping and touching black construction elements

— Having a rest more than 15 sec. on the net or any other element

— Receiving help from other athletes and outsiders

RETRY: Yes on the retry-line
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